Katherine Bell, Ph.D., D.D.
Transpersonal Development
Katherine Bell (AKA: Torres) is a Transpersonal Psychologist, author and lecturer. Dr. Torres
specializes in Esoteric studies to define the Mystical Wisdom of the Universe. She has been following the
intuitive path of her Celtic and Cherokee ancestors. Taking after the ways of her Shaman grandmothers,
Katherine journeys into the mystical realms for others. Her journeys into the inner realm have brought forth
the Divine Feminine qualities which are revealed through the symbology called, The Faces of WomanSpirit.
Katherine’s task is to bring this knowledge to the world for the Great Goddess to be understood. This is now done through the
divination deck and book called, The Faces of WomanSpirit, A Celtic Oracle of Avalon. A coloring book, correspondence courses,
and workshops help to decode the symbology.
Katherine offers several modalities for spiritual awakening, self discovery and healing. For over 47 years she has
journeyed with Spirit to help others. She presents her gifts as an intuitive counselor, channel, and recently as an artist. She is also
an Astrologer and Minister of New Age Philosophy. She has written, Soul Magic, Understanding Your Journey; a book that helps
you discover your Soul Destiny. She has also written, The Faces of WomanSpirit A Celtic Oracle of Avalon, Goddess Emissaries,
The Faces of WomanSpirit Coloring Book, and many articles. She heads a correspondence school called, The Daughters of the
Moon and The Wizard’s circle. This course work helps women and men respond to their higher self and their alignment with
authentic living. Katherine has dedicated her life to God/Goddess and to assisting others in understanding their Spirit Path. You
may find one of her healing and spiritual pathways suitable for you.

 Spiritual Counseling and Other Sessions (all fees subject to change)
 The following sessions are $100 (Approximately 1 hour)
Aura readings
Reiki
Soul Retrieval
Spiritual Mentoring
Tibetan Numerology

Symbology Readings
Dream Therapy
Spiritual Counseling/Coaching
Tibetan Chakra Therapy (with toning)
Vibrational Healing (with sound)

 Channeling with Malachi - $150. Katherine has been an open channel for Malachi since 1983. The teachings
of this angelic guardian call you to expand your wisdom, apply your knowledge and assist the ever-changing Mass
Consciousness.
 Astrology - $125 - $300. Your Natal Chart reveals the blueprint of your cosmic patterns imprinted at birth.
Progressions & Transits reveal the inner and outer activity of your life. Sacred Covenant offers the
secret of Universal Law imprinted at birth with your Cosmic Circuit Board (Horoscope).
 Natal, Annual Progressed and Transit information combined is $225.
Member of the Following Astrological Associations: AFA, ISAR, NCGR, & SDAS

Special learning and healing programs may be developed as determined by you and Katherine. They include: Spiritual
evolving through Correspondence Courses, Shamanic training, Reiki, Self Development and others. Dr. Torres also provides charting
systems to uncover inner awareness and soul development. These include: The Sacred Path Wheel, Soul Origination Chart, Sacred
Covenant with Source report, Soul Matrix (a picture that reveals the sacred geometry of your soul) and Astrological charts for Self
and Relationships. Ask for more information and fees for these programs.

For appointments in person or by phone, please call: 619-588-6483 or 800-499-2353

www.facesofwomanspirit.com

